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A B S T R A C T

Sickness induced by gastrointestinal malaise or by microbial pathogens is more than a private experience. Sick
individuals share their illness within their social environment by communicating their sickness to others. In turn,
recipients of the communication respond with appropriate behavioral adaptations. Avoidance of sick individuals
and the events associated with their sickness is advantageous for members of the group. However, these responses
can conflict with the need for comfort or social support expressed by sick individuals. There is evidence that the
relationship between the sick individual and its social environment involves neurobiological mechanisms that are
similar to those that mediate social bonding. Despite their commonality the feelings of love and fear/disgust that
are associated with the sociality of sickness have thus far been neglected by mainstream affective neuroscience.
1. Introduction

Sickness refers to the state of being sick or ill, accompanied or not by
nausea. In the behavioral sciences, sickness is studied mainly in relation
to post-ingestive poisonous episodes that lead to conditioned taste
aversion and microbial infections that induces sickness behavior. In both
cases, the emphasis is mainly on the individual’s state of sickness. The
objective generally implied by this approach is to understand how a
poisonous substance or an immune stimulus can promote learning about
chemosensory cues in the food that have been associated with sickness or
give rise to behavioral signs characteristic of sickness such as decreased
spontaneous activity, withdrawal from the environment, reduced appe-
tite and altered sleep. Relatively little attention has been paid to either
the behavior of the sick individual toward those who surround him or
vice versa, the behavior of the individuals who are part of the same social
environment toward the sick person.

The question of whether these behavioral responses reflect feelings of
love - love for the person who is sick - or fear - fear of death of a loved one
or fear of what the cause of the sickness entitles for those who are sur-
rounding them - is usually not a scientific matter.

This obviously contrasts with the popular views of sickness. In several
oil paintings and drawings entitled “The Sick Child” (https://www.tat
e.org.uk/art/artworks/munch-the-sick-child-n05035), Edward Munch
represented his older sister on her deathbed, suffering from the pain of
tuberculosis and attended by her loving aunt Karen, overwhelmed by the
specter of her niece’s impending death. We have witnessed too many
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examples of such feelings in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic to not
accept the idea that love and fear are inseparable parts of the social
environment in which sickness occurs.

The objective of the present paper is to determine whether feelings of
love and fear can be deduced from the few behavioral observations of the
relationship between animals made experimentally sick and their con-
specifics. For such feelings to happen, there must be some form of
communication between the sick individual and the individuals in its
immediate environment resulting in observable alterations in behavior.

2. Sickness as a motivational state

Many people have experiences with the state of being sick. In addi-
tion, many people can easily recognize this state in others and most of
them have experienced the feelings of sickness repeatedly. There are of
course, some rare individuals who are proud to tell others they have
never been sick in their life. Still, it has taken time for sickness to be
considered as an entity worth being studied scientifically. The first
noticeable incursion in the field of sickness can be traced back to John
Garcia following his work on radiation-induced sickness during his post-
doctoral stay at the U.S. Naval Radiological Defense Lab in San Francisco
in the mid-1950s [16]. Garcia demonstrated that conditioned taste
aversion, i.e., the ability of rats to associate a new taste with sickness
caused by irradiation or whatever poisonous episode occurred after
ingestion of the taste solution, does not obey the temporal contiguity
laws of classical Pavlovian conditioning in which the conditioned
bruary 2021
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stimulus must precede the unconditioned stimulus by no longer than a
few seconds.

Even in the event that the sickness (the unconditioned stimulus) is
experienced hours after the new taste (the conditioned stimulus), the sick
individual will still associate the new taste it previously sampled with the
sickness it experienced. Thus, the individual will avoid any food or
drinking solution with the same taste in the future. This observation led
to the theoretical formulation of an interoceptive defense system distinct
from the exteroceptive system previously studied by behaviorists [15].
The interoceptive defense system is geared to detect gastrointestinal
malaise caused by a poisonous agent, and to relate it to the specific new
taste or smell that the individual recently encountered. In a typical
conditioned taste aversion experiment, animals are presented with a new
taste solution such as a saccharin solution. The ingestion of this solution
is followed by sickness induced by injection of a sickness-inducing agent,
such as lithium chloride. Upon re-exposure to the taste solution, condi-
tioned animals display an aversive response, characterized by a decrease
in the consumption of the taste solution compared to the consumption of
the same taste solution by animals that have not been submitted to the
conditioning process.

The interoceptive defense system differs from the exteroceptive de-
fense system in the inability of exteroceptive signals (e.g., light or sound)
to elicit the same type of conditioning. Presenting animals with distinct
lights or sounds before the poisonous episode does not induce aversion to
these exteroceptive stimuli. Although not crucial for the present discus-
sion, it is useful to mention that this does not mean that interoceptive
sensations cannot be paired to exteroceptive environmental stimuli. Ex-
periments carried out mainly in the context of drugs of abuse showed that
animals can form associations between: 1) sickness or relief from sickness
and 2) distinct environmental cues, resulting in conditioned place aver-
sions or place preferences [45]. These outcomes make evolutionary
sense, as it advantageous to remember in which place you encountered
the new flavored food that turned out to be either poisonous or safe, in
order to maximize the probability of avoiding further encounters with it,
or, conversely, in order to maximize the probability of finding it again.

Subsequent research on conditioned taste aversions has focused
mainly on the neuroanatomical bases of this form of conditioning. The
objective was to delineate which brain areas are involved in this phe-
nomenon, and how they differ from brain areas mediating associations
between exteroceptive stimuli and aversive responses having a fear
dimension. At the psychological level, there has been some discussion
about whether conditioned taste aversions are really learned or they just
represent the additive result of neophobic tendencies (the tendency to
sample with precaution new foodstuff combined to the novel experience
of sickness) [30]. Whatever the case, the possibility of an interoceptive
defense system distinct from the exteroceptive defense system in its
modalities of functioning but possessing the same finality, (i.e., maxi-
mizing fitness), represents an important step toward attributing to sick-
ness some motivational value. In this context, motivation refers to a
central state that organizes perception (e.g., attention to possible pre-
dictors of danger, perception of the relation between the feeling of
sickness and the previous ingestion of new food) and action (subsequent
avoidance of the “poisonous” food).

Although research on conditioned taste aversion remained quite
active during Garcia’s life time it became gradually eclipsed in psy-
chology by the new surge of research on cognition, contributing to a
decrease of interest in interoception. It took time for sickness to resurge
to the surface, thanks to progress in immunology, and, with it, the dis-
covery of interleukins or cytokines. Cytokines are molecules that are
produced by immune cells in response to pathogen-associated molecular
patterns. They allow communication between the different subtypes of
immune cells and their target cells [11]. Studies on the evolutionary
adaptive value of fever were the driving force in this resurgence [25].
Fever is a regulated increase in body temperature during the course of an
infection. During a fever, there is an increase in the set point at which
body temperature is normally regulated. The feverish individual
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maintains a higher body temperature by increasing heat production and
decreasing heat losses. In contrast, during hyperthermia due to intense
exercise or prolonged exposure to excessive heat, the hyperthermic in-
dividual increases heat loss to get rid of the excessive heat its organism
produces or is exposed to.

Fever is a very expensive process. An increase of 1 �C in body tem-
perature requires a 13% increase in basal metabolism. This means that all
activities necessitating energy need to be minimized in favor of activities
promoting conservation of energy. In other words, fever cannot develop
without the concomitant behavioral adaptations that define sickness
behavior [18] (Fig. 1). Not surprisingly, sickness behavior was found to
be induced by the same cytokines as the ones that are responsible for
fever, i.e., proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-1 (IL-1), tumor
necrosis factor (TNF), and IL-6. Administration of these cytokines or the
pathogen-associated molecular patterns that cause their production and
release from innate immune cells was found to be able to induce sickness
behavior in healthy animals via mechanisms different from those medi-
ating fever.

Inflammation-induced sickness behavior involves far more than a
simple decrease in all activities that tax energy metabolism, such as
moving around, foraging or courting a sexual partner. Sickness behavior
encourages the sick individual to engage in those activities that conserve
energy, such as hunching to decrease body surface, anorexia and apathy.
Sickness is a pre-programmed motivated response to microbial patho-
gens. In terms of perception and action, the suffering individual switches
its attention to its sick body while remaining attentive to any external
danger that can compromise its survival due to its impaired ability to
respond to it.

As with any motivated behavior, the ultimate expression of sickness
behavior depends not just on the intensity of its driving force, inflam-
mation in this case, but on the interaction between sickness and other
motivational priorities [29]. The form of sickness behavior that emerges
depends on the relative strength of the competing incentive stimuli. As a
typical example, the predominant motivation in lactating dams is nor-
mally maternal behavior. In female mice kept with their litters, maternal
behavior manifests itself by the arching posture of the dam to facilitate
access of its teats to the pups when they need sucking, and by pup
retrieval when the pups are removed from the nest and dispersed in the
cage. Another maternal behavior that is observable is nest building. It
occurs when the nest is removed and replaced by cotton wool. If dams are
made sick by administration of the cytokine inducer lipopolysaccharide,
they remain lethargic in their cage and do not respond to the solicitations
of their pups [3] (Fig. 2). However, if the pups are removed from the nest
and dispersed in the cage, their sick mother will overcome its apathetic
state and take them one by one in its mouth to bring them back to the
nest. If the nest is removed and replaced by cotton wool, the sick damwill
not engage in nest building unless the environmental temperature drops.
This simple experiment clearly demonstrates that sickness behavior
competes with maternal behavior and its expression depends on the
relative strengths of the incentive stimuli for each motivational state.

The concept of sickness as a motivational state is important because it
raises the question of its adaptive value not only for the sick individual
but also for the social group in which the individual belongs. When the
driving force of sickness is a live, pathogenic microorganism, the ques-
tion arises: which entity is going to win? The pathogen, whose evolu-
tionary fitness is dependent on proliferation and dissemination, or the
infected host, whose evolutionary fitness is dependent on survival. Eco-
immunologists study the ways strategies of the host and the pathogen
interact and determine both the fate of the host and the dynamics of
disease transmission in the population [12,19,20,44]. Their work pro-
vides detailed accounts of the various ways the behavior of the host
contributes to propagation of the infection, and the elaborate mecha-
nisms that can allow apparently unfavorable elements of sickness
behavior such as anorexia to ultimately benefit the host by limiting
pathogenicity and propagation of the microbial pathogen [28].



Fig. 1. Like fever sickness behavior promotes recovery in organisms exposed to an infection by microbial pathogens. Sickness behavior develops in response to
production of endogenous pyrogens (called cytokines nowadays) by innate immune cells in response to microbial pathogens. By acting directly or indirectly on the
brain, these molecules induce fever and a number of behavioral adaptations aimed to minimize energy expenditure and increase heat production (e.g., shivering) in
addition to the biochemical changes induced by cytokines (e.g., sequestration of zinc and iron). This response is adaptive and promotes survival of the host by helping
fighting microbial pathogens (reproduced from Ref. [18].

Fig. 2. Competition between sickness and maternal motivational states. In the experiments illustrated in this figure the sickness motivational state was maintained
constant thanks to a fixed dose of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) sufficient to cause apathy and disinterest toward its pups in a lactating dam while the strength of the
incentive stimuli for maternal behavior was gradually increased. The left figure represents the normal behavior of a dam with its litter. The figure in the middle shows
what happens when the nest is removed and replaced by cotton wool and the pups are dispersed in the cage. The sick dam emerges from its lethargy and engages in
pup retrieval but not in nest building when tested at 24 �C. The figure in the right shows what happens when the ambient temperature decreased from 24 to 6 �C. In
this case the sick dam engages in both pup retrieval and nest building [3].
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3. Sick individuals are recognized from non-sick individuals

Animals that live in groups benefit considerably from the possibility
of using social signals to thrive, especially when it comes to threats that
are not easily detectable. Threats do not emanate only from predators.
Threats can also be present in ingested foodstuffs, in the form of poisons
or pathogenic micro-organisms. As pointed out by Garcia it makes sense
for eclectic gastronomes or members of an opportunistic species to
restrict their initial consumption of a novel food or drinking solution to
very small quantities, without regards to its palatability. In doing so,
there is an opportunity to ensure the novel food or drink is safe and to
3

communicate this information to other members of the group. A priori,
this should be no more difficult to take place than the social transmission
of food preferences. There is ample evidence that in rodents a naïve
observer having the possibility to interact with a demonstrator
consuming a given food will develop robust preference for the same food
even in the absence of direct access to the food [31,32]. Information
about safety of the consumed food is based on visual and olfactory cues
emanating from the food and on chemosensory signals present in the
demonstrator’s breath, urine or feces. Keep the observer and replace the
demonstrator consuming palatable food by a demonstrator consuming
poisonous food and a priori that is all there is to it!
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However, much to the chagrin of researchers it has proven very
difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate any evidence of social trans-
mission of conditioned taste aversions in rodents. Does this mean that
animals are not apt at recognizing sick conspecifics and making use of
this knowledge to inform their own behavior? Apparently not, as adult
birds and even day-old chicks are able to learn to avoid novel food based
on demonstrators that become sick after ingesting this novel food [33]. In
addition, there is evidence that rats can recognize sick from non-sick
conspecifics as demonstrated by the poisoned partner effect. In a
typical experiment, pairs of rats are allowed to consume water in the
presence of a distinct odor. One of them is then injected with lithium
chloride to make it sick and returned later to the cage in which the
drinking took place with its non-poisoned partner. In a subsequent test, in
which all animals are allowed individually to drink water in presence of
the odor, the non-poisoned partner drinks less than control animals not
exposed to a sick partner [7].

Of note, the poisoned partner effect does not require an association
between the tasting experience and the perception of sickness in the
partner. Exposure of rats to a poisoned conspecific independently of any
association process is sufficient to decrease their later consumption of a
novel saccharin solution, which can be explained by sensitization rather
than by associative learning [21]. However, this does not change the
conclusion that healthy animals have the ability to perceive the sickness
state of a conspecific. Although a recent study shows that sickness
induced by lithium chloride injections at doses that elicit
gastro-intestinal malaise is associated with a distinct emotion-driven
facial expression in mice [13], there is no indication yet that this infor-
mation is used by healthy conspecifics to recognize this form of
emotional expression.

The potential of inflammation-induced sickness to serve as a social
cue has been investigated in rodents made sick by injection of inflam-
matory stimuli. Male rats placed in front of two estrous females, one
injected with IL-1 and the other with saline, performed less sexual
behavior and spent less time with the sick female than with the control
female [4]. However, the reverse was not true as an estrous female placed
with two males, one injected with IL-1 and the other one with saline, did
not discriminate between the two unless the dosage of IL-1 was increased
to the point of negatively impacting the male courtship [4]. Once more,
this does not mean that females cannot recognize healthy from
non-healthy males. Actually, female mice can discriminate the urine
odors of males sub-clinically infected with influenza virus from the odors
of other uninfected mice [36]. Based on a detailed analysis of the
behavior of healthy mice towards conspecifics made sick by injection of
lipopolysaccharide, Aubert and colleagues proposed that mice are able to
discriminate the state of sickness of other mice and switch their attitude
from a controlled exposure strategy to a pathogen avoidance strategy; the
latter is characterized by social distancing and changes in the modalities
of social exploration (increased proportion of muzzle sniffing and
decreased proportion of ano-genital sniffing) [38]. Comparison of adults
and prepubertal rats revealed that the recognition of sickness is based on
sexually dependent olfactory signals [1]. Social distancing was only
observed in response to smell of adult rats from both sexes injected with
lipopolysaccharide. The smell of prepubertal rats was not aversive unless
they were injected with testosterone or estradiol. These olfactory stimuli
are sensed by the vomeronasal organ rather than by the main olfactory
tract.

Rodents are not the only species that make use of olfactory signals to
identify sickness. Olfactory stimuli are also effective to transmit infor-
mation concerning the sickness status of conspecifics in other species
such as bullfrog tadpoles (Rana catesbeiana) infected with the pathogen
Candida humicola [24]. Moreover, there is plenty of evidence to suggest
that the ability to discriminate sick from healthy individuals based on
olfaction also applies to sickness caused by external or internal parasite
infections [22], which is in accordance with the concept that chemical
stimuli are an important source of information about the threats and
dangers present in the social world.
4

Humans are not as good as microsmatic animals in using olfaction to
discriminate between individuals. In an experiment carried out in donors
before and during a respiratory illness, armpit odors collected by nursing
pads sewn in a t-shirt worn during 2 nights in each condition could not be
used by raters to discriminate between sick and non-sick body odor do-
nors [40]. This does not mean that body odors of sick individuals cannot
be used to recognize the presence of a disease because a few centuries
ago, physicians smelled body fluids to recognize diseases such as typhoid
(“baked bread”) and yellow fever (“butcher shop smell”) [35].

In a separate experiment, volunteers injected with endotoxin wore t-
shirts, as, in the previous experiment, and their body odors were
collected over 4 h after the injection [34]. Compared to body odors from
saline-treated individuals, the body odors of sick individuals were eval-
uated as more intense and less pleasant even if the scoring differences
were small. The same results were obtained when urine was used as a
source of odor [17]. In this last case, experimental inflammation resulted
in an alteration of the volatile composition of urine and an increased odor
aversiveness. Obviously, an acute sickness episode does not have the
same qualities as a chronic infection, which could explain the differences
between body odors from individuals with a respiratory illness and those
from individuals made sick by injection of endotoxin. In addition, breath
could have been a better vehicle than sweat for vehiculating
disease-related odors.

Whatever the case, humans rarely use odors to recognize sick in-
dividuals. They are more likely to do it on the basis of visual cues
including general body appearance, slowing of movement, and facial
features. Facial photographs of volunteers injected with endotoxin were
rated as more aversive than facial photographs of volunteers injected
with saline, and the averseness rating was facilitated by simultaneous
presentation of the body odor from these persons [37]. Facial cues
associated with sickness were unsurprisingly pallor of skin and lips,
swelling of the face, dropping corners of the mouth, hanging eyelids, red
eyes, and tired appearance [5]. Whether such characteristics are associ-
ated with alterations in modalities of vocal communication has not yet
been tested.

As previously mentioned, the evolutionary advantage of being able to
recognize sickness in individuals of the same social group is that it allows
group members to physically isolate those individuals who are at risk of
contaminating the rest of the group. The advent of medicine has modified
this situation by delegating to specialized personnel the burden of taking
care of sick persons (i.e., healthcare personnel) helped by families when
the risk of contagion is minimum. Still, there is always the risk of social
prejudice toward diseased individuals, especially when they have other
features such as race, non-heteronormative sexualities, existing chronic
conditions or disabilities, or cultural differences that distinguish them
from the general population. The reader is referred to more specialized
articles for further discussion of the important aspect of what has been
called the behavioral immune system and its intersection with the psy-
chology of human sociality [41].

4. Sick individuals display altered social behavior

Based on the close association between sickness and fever, sick in-
dividuals might search for closer contact with conspecifics that have the
potential to be comforting and to bring a needed source of heat. Although
there has been no systematic study of the expression of sickness over the
lifespan, it can be speculated that attraction of sick individuals toward
social partners should be at its peak during the early and late periods of
their life, when they are weak and unable to care for themselves. How-
ever, the attraction toward healthy conspecifics is likely to be counter-
acted by the necessity of minimizing the risk of transmissible infection,
demonstrated by the social withdrawal attitude of sick individuals. We
have already seen that sick individuals are perceived as aversive by
conspecifics. Reciprocally, rodents made sick by injection of lipopoly-
saccharide or cytokines display social withdrawal. Whether this reflects
true altruistic behavior can be disputed. In most cases, social withdrawal
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is measured in situations in which sick individuals are exposed to unfa-
miliar conspecifics. For an individual whose physical abilities are
impaired by sickness it certainly makes sense to be careful about
strangers.

This should not be the case in familiar social surroundings. In an
experiment designed to test the social behavior of male rats made sick by
administration of lipopolysaccharide, the rats that were tested for their
social behavior in response to lipopolysaccharide had been housed with
cage mates of the same sex since after weaning [48]. When placed in a
semi-natural environment in which they were able to distance them-
selves, lipopolysaccharide-injected rats still spent 10% of their time in
close contact with their familiar cage mates. However, they spent the rest
of the time as far as possible from them. These findings were interpreted
in terms of social ambivalence, sick rats still keeping the motivation to
engage in social contact but showing at the same time, an increased
avoidance of social environments [48].

Remaining engaged in social contact is important, as group housing is
associated with decreased inflammatory responses compared to single
housing. When injected with lipopolysaccharide male rats that had been
kept in same sex groups of 4 displayed less intense sickness behavior than
male rats that had been isolated after weaning [47]. This was associated
with a decreased inflammatory response in group housed rats. However,
the social environment had the reverse effect in females, as group-housed
females were sicker than single housed females [47].

Social dynamics of infection have been studied more recently in
natural populations. The results confirm active avoidance of social con-
tacts by sick individuals. Lipopolysaccharide-challenged female vampire
bats still received the same amount of social grooming as their healthy
conspecifics. However, the infected females engaged less often in allog-
rooming [42] and produce fewer contact calls than healthy bats when
isolated, thereby decreasing their probability of being met by conspe-
cifics [43]. This decrease in vocalization emitted by sick individuals is
observed in several species, especially in birds [14].

Active social isolation by sick individuals has important implications
for disease transmission dynamics. In a study conducted in social net-
works of wild mice living in a barn, lipopolysaccharide-injected mice
showed reduced movement compared to controls [27]. They came into
contact with fewer conspecifics not because they were avoided by
healthy mice but because they actively visited less communal nests.
Meanwhile social networks of non-injected mice remained stable.
Although 40% of all lipopolysaccharide-injected mice showed this
pattern of self-isolation, modeling of disease transmission dynamics
showed that this pattern of behavior was sufficient to significantly
decrease the potential spread of an infection.

5. Sickness behavior is modulated by social neuropeptides

In view of the close interaction between sickness behavior and soci-
ality it can be speculated that neurobiological processes involved in
modulation of social behavior also play a role in the expression of sick-
ness; and, vice versa, that sickness behavior impacts these neurobiolog-
ical processes. Oxytocin and vasopressin are probably the neuropeptides
that have been the most studied in the context of sociality. There is ev-
idence that the involvement of these neuropeptides in social recognition
and in bonding extends to socio-affective states induced by exposure to
pathogens [23]. Inflammation is well known to induce the release of
vasopressin, which, at the periphery, is responsible for decreased
micturition during fever. Endogenous brain vasopressin has antipyretic
effects and negatively regulates cytokine-induced sickness behavior in a
sex-dependent manner, with males more affected than females [6,10].
Similar effects are seen in social contexts. Presentation of odor signals
from conspecifics made sick by injection of lipopolysaccharide was found
to increase expression of vaopressin receptor V1A and V1B in the medial
amygdala of rats whereas presentation of odor signals from healthy
conspecifics increased expression of the oxytocin receptor [2].

Conversely, infusion of an oxytocin receptor antagonist into the
5

medial amygdala blocked approach behavior toward the healthy odor
while administration of a selective antagonist of vasopressin receptor V1A
V1A inhibited avoidance response to the sick odor. Exogenous oxytocin
reduced signs of sickness behavior and modified alterations in heart rate
variability induced by lipopolysaccharide in rats [39]. Although the
anti-inflammatory properties of oxytocin have been extensively studied
[8,9], what is probably more interesting is the observation that admin-
istration of this neuropeptide can mimic the beneficial effects of group
housing on sickness behavior. A recent study demonstrated that sickness
induced by a chemotherapeutic cocktail combining doxorubicin and
cyclophosphamide was more intense in socially isolated mice than in
group housed mice and that centrally administered oxytocin remedied
the detrimental effects of social isolation via modulation of IL-6 [46].

6. Conclusion and perspectives

There is clear evidence that sickness induced by gastro-intestinal
malaise and by microbial pathogens induces coordinated changes in
not only the behavior of individuals who experience it but also the atti-
tude of others toward the sick individual. These changes contribute to
inclusive fitness. How love, fear, and disgust intervene in these changes
cannot be addressed without asking the question of the relationship be-
tween behavior and affect. It has been argued that the complex states of
the human brain that underlie feelings and emotions cannot be studied in
animals. To paraphrase LeDoux, the survival circuits that mediate social
bonding and social avoidance can be seen as hard-wired and orthogonal
to the subjective feeling states of love and fear/disgust that presumably
involve the higher-order circuits involved in self-awareness [26]. As a
consequence, preprogrammed responses modulate but do not determine
feelings or emotions.

Nonetheless, it could be argued that if in animals such as rodents,
physical contact with conspecifics has a protective role on the deleterious
consequences of infection in certain conditions, the same effect could
potentially occur in humans. The protective effect of physical contact
could be inspired by not only gentle touch from loved ones, but also by
the perception of the love of others, even in the absence of physical
contact because of the contagious nature of the disease. Of course, it still
remains to be determined whether the act of sharing love ultimately
benefits the fight against the pathological process, or whether it serves
only to improve wellbeing. This debate lies at the essence of what
medical care should be about when it cannot save lives and cure diseases.
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